General terms and conditions
Prices
Prices are net (export) prices: customers having an EU tax number and not registered in Hungary do not have to pay VAT.

Orders
You may order with or without registration. However, if you want to get a tax free invoice do register and remember to give your EU
tax number as well.
Confirmation e-mails, which we send for every completed order, contain pricing and transaction information. Orders are shipped once
transactions have been completed.

Payment methods
Advance transfer, credit card

&

Shipping
Orders received and paid for by 16:00 will be delivered the next working day and will usually arrive in Austria, Hungary, and parts of
Slovakia within 2 working days.

Guarantee
The quality of the products made available by Digit is guaranteed by their respective manufacturers. Any defective products received
by customers will be replaced by Digit as soon as possible.

Privacy Policy - Cookies
Personal information gathered for transaction purposes by Digit Bt is not shared with any third parties besides subcontracted ones
(i.e. delivery companies). Anonymous usage information (IP address, length of pageview, etc.) is gathered from web store browsers
and used for statistical purposes. Such information is shared with authorities only in cases wherein Digit is required by law to do so.
The website may utilize cookies to gather information. Users who do not wish to accept cookies may modify their browsers' settings
accordingly. Certain features of the website may work only partially (if at all) if cookies are disabled. A cookie is a file that is
downloaded from our server and saved on your computer. No personal information is saved on a cookie. Personal information
recorded during the ordering process is used solely for the completion of that order. Information appearing on a bill is saved for a
length of time predetermined by the regulations which are currently in place. Personal information provided for newsletter
registration is never shared; the option to unsubscribe is always available at the bottom of our newsletter. Requests for deletion of
personal information may be submitted in writing to order[at]digit.hu Users browsing the website and order products agree to accept
Digit's general terms and conditions and privacy policy.
Hungarian Law is applicable to cases of breaches of the aforementioned terms and conditions.

